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ABSTRACT 
 

Many course books for learners of English as a second or foreign language now claim to contain 

a strong lexical component. Other practitioners meanwhile continue to advocate the use of 

graded readers to augment vocabulary development. This article reports the findings of 

vocabulary profiling and analysis of both course books and graded readers and reveals that in 

neither case do the approaches taken to vocabulary development fully account for recent 

research into vocabulary acquisition and vocabulary pedagogy. The results of this study 

establish principles that are used to revisit the graded reader concept and develop a series of 

‘eReaders’ within a framework of corpus-based studies and Web 2.0 applications. Initial results 

in piloting these eReaders suggest that a principled corpus-informed approach to text 

construction and exploitation has strong potential to help learners develop both an in-depth and 

productive knowledge of the most frequently used words in English, and thereby fill the void left 

by traditional methods of dealing with vocabulary development. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 It has become almost commonplace over recent years to emphasize the importance of 

lexis in language teaching and learning. As McCarthy (1990) points out, communicative 

competence relies heavily on the depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge, and without a rich 

vocabulary, no real meaningful communication can take place. Lewis (1997) remarks, similarly, 

that whilst an utterance with grammar errors is likely to be understood, errors in lexis can cause 

complete misunderstandings. Laufer (1997), meanwhile, shows that even for learners with a 

good grasp of reading comprehension strategies, full comprehension of a text cannot take place 

without a thorough understanding of its vocabulary. Along with such commentators as Qian 

(2002) and Tozcu and Coady (2004), Laufer concludes finally that vocabulary knowledge is 

simply the best predictor of how well a learner will understand a text, not least because the more 

lexis a learner acquires, the easier it becomes to guess unknown words in context (Chall, 1987). 
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 Along with this renewed enthusiasm for lexis, the development of affordable desktop 

computer tools has enabled widespread use of corpora and concordances in language teaching. 

Vocabulary profiling and the derivation and use of statistical information about texts, including 

the development of word and phrase frequency lists, is now simple, at least compared to West‘s 

(1953) painstaking compilation of the General Service List. The concepts of collocation and 

colligation are in common reference, and the idea that language is acquired in chunks no 

longer requires explication. In short, a proper balance between the teaching and learning of 

grammar and skills and the teaching and learning of lexis and lexico-grammar would seem to 

have been restored. But has it?  

 

 

THE STRANGE AND WONDERFUL WORLD OF WORDLISTS 

 

 Wordlists have a long and distinguished pedigree in ELT and are based on the 

unremarkable proposition that most text is made up of a relatively limited number of frequently 

used words, as illustrated from frequency data of the British National Corpus by Chujo and 

Utiyama (2005). 

 

Figure 1. The Percentage of a Text Coverage According to Words Known 
 

 

 
 Common sense would thus indicate that a wise strategy would be to acquire the most 

frequent lexis early in the learning process, although it is also clear that a law of diminishing 

returns comes into operation very quickly with learners getting progressively less back in return 

for their effort as they proceed down the lists. How much vocabulary then does a proficient user 

of English need to know? Commentators such as Nation and Waring (2004) posit a minimum 
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lexical proficiency level of around 6000 word families. According to some commentators, 

(Laufer, 1989, 1992; Hirsh & Nation, 1992), efficient reading in a second language requires 

knowledge of approximately 95% of the tokens in a given text, and critically, it is only when 

readers have reached this level that they are able to reliably infer meaning, and use reading as a 

means of extending vocabulary knowledge. Even then, as Cobb (n.d.) notes, acquiring 

vocabulary through reading has been shown to need around 10 encounters with a particular item. 

And the problem here is that in a natural extensive reading approach, the further one travels 

down the lists, the longer it takes for those encounters to occur.  

 On the other hand, most learners obviously do not acquire vocabulary purely from lists. 

Research, for example, into students who successfully achieve at least band 5.5 in IELTS shows 

that they know at least 1,650 out of the 2,000 most commonly used words in English (Neufeld, 

2008). At this threshold, a ‗fast mapping‘ principle illustrated mathematically by McMurray 

(2007) seems to take effect. This is reflected in an extended study of the same students which 

shows that they actually know over 6,000 out of the 10,000 most common words. If, however, 

students fall even 100 words short of the 1,650 word threshold, the McMurray model shows that 

fast mapping is disabled and the chance of significant incidental language development minimal.  

 Other studies have reached similar conclusions. Cobb (1995) cites a threshold of 1,500 

words, below which Arabic students in a university preparatory program failed the PET exit 

level. This threshold was confirmed for remedial Turkish students in an unpublished study by 

Billuroğlu (2007), which showed that they knew about 1,300 of the 2,000 most commonly used 

words and only about 3,500 of the 10,000 most commonly used words. In other words, a deficit 

in knowledge of 300 of the most commonly used words meant that fast-mapping could not take 

effect and as a result these students were 2,500 words short of the 6,000 word threshold, and 

condemned either to repeat foundation courses, or to struggle in academic environments, often 

falling back on L1.   

 The implications of such research are profound. For learners with limited time, the 

suggestion that extensive reading will raise lexical proficiency to acceptable levels may prove to 

be misplaced. The idea too that learners should grapple with ‗authentic‘ text early in the learning 

process, and be trained to ‗infer‘ the meaning of unknown vocabulary may also be 

misguided. For learners to develop their vocabulary at speed, what they would seem to need is an 

approach that maximizes exposure to the most frequent vocabulary items, and increases the 

likelihood of incidental learning of vocabulary from a much earlier stage.  

 

Lexis in Commercial ELT Text Books  

 

 Cobb (1995) analyzed three major course books and despite purporting to have a ‗lexical 

manifesto‘; all fell short of covering 1,500 of the most common 2,000 words. Thirteen years 

later, little has changed. Table 1 below gives an analysis of the SUCCESS EFL course book 

series (Longman) according to the Billuroğlu-Neufeld list of the 2709 most frequent words in 

English. The BNL2709 is compiled from a study of a number of different wordlists, and banded 

according to actual frequency counts. BNL coverage of text in general tends to be higher than 

the classic General Service List + Academic Word List formula that is often used. The rationale 

meanwhile for not conducting artificial divisions of lexis into ‗general‘ and ‗academic‘ is given 

in Hancioğlu et al (2008). 
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Table 1. Vocabulary Profile of the SUCCESS EFL Course Book Series 
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BNL0 36 20 5 1 62 31 

BNL1 194 255 102 36 587 79 

BNL2 73 149 98 43 363 141 

BNL3 46 87 66 55 254 186 

BNL4 26 55 52 65 198 233 

 
 These statistics indicate that of the 2,000 most commonly used words of English, only 

1,400 appear in the word lists in the SUCCESS series. These findings are similar to the 

unpublished research conducted on lexical coverage in Headway (Oxford University Press) by 

Arkin (2005), and by Billuroğlu (2007) on the Pathfinder series (Longman). What is confirmed is 

that lexical deprivation in EFL course books is not limited to one publisher or coursebook, and 

has not been eliminated in the current era, for all the lip-service paid to the importance of lexis. It 

is clear that most students will therefore continue to need considerable supplementary vocabulary 

work, and that the claims of many course books to provide comprehensive lexical coverage must 

continue to be treated with scepticism.  

 

Graded Readers  

 

 One much-discussed method of improving language has been through graded readers 

(Hill, 2008). The original intent of graded readers (West, 1955) was not to teach unknown 

vocabulary, but to help practice reading skills, consolidate already learned words and provide 

language learners with the opportunity to enjoy texts containing vocabulary they were 

largely familiar with. Therefore, any suggestion that graded readers will plug the gaps left by 

textbooks needs to be approached with caution. Furthermore, as Nation and Wang (1999) 

demonstrate, most reader schemes are not well designed in terms of vocabulary size and 

coverage. As previously discussed, and as Cobb (2008) points out in his discussion of McQuillan 

and Krashen’s (2008) submission that extended reading remains the best method of vocabulary 

acquisition, standard graded reader schemes simply do not have the coverage to enable this 

acquisition to take place. Cobb reports that analysis of over 375,000 words of a graded reader 

series demonstrated that “reading these texts in their entirety cannot provide enough repeated 

exposures to enough 3,000-level vocabulary to support the acquisition of a minimal functional 

lexicon” (2008, p. 109), this based on the conservative proposition that acquisition requires only 

six encounters with a word. Wan-a-rom (2008) further cautions that direct study of common 

words is necessary for language learners to benefit from readers, as writers use the publishers‘ 

word lists as guidelines only, which are naturally modified according to the story. Therefore, the 

premise that words will be recycled from title to title, and from level to level, can only ever be 

partially observed. 
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 Our analysis of a 741,504 word corpus of 56 graded readers from stage 1 to 6 of Oxford 

Bookworms shows that the notion of ‗headwords‘ for a stage does not seem to mesh with the 

actual number of common word families (Billuroğlu & Neufeld, 2007) present in all of the titles 

in that stage. And while recycling does take place, it is more by accident than design, as the total 

number of common word families that appear in one form or another at least 5 times throughout 

the entire series is less than 1,500. The number of words meanwhile outside the most commonly 

used frequency bands still makes up less than 5% of the entire corpus, the majority being proper 

names. Of the actual content words in this category, only 54 are actually used more than 5 times 

suggesting that the rest are merely incidental to each particular title.  

 

Figure 1. Vocabulary Profile of Stages of the Oxford Bookworm Graded Readers 
 

 
 

 
 The very strength of the graded reader approach is also its most significant weakness. In 

the pursuit of a homogeneous set of texts, the depth and range of meanings of words is 

diminished. The concordance extracts below illustrate the difference between the nature of 

exposure to words in a reader corpus to the breadth and depth of meaning in real English, 

approximated by a corpus of articles from Wikipedia, drawn from a range of topics, of 

comparable size (608,466 words).  

 In the graded readers corpus, DRAW is almost exclusively present in the sense of 

drawing a picture, with single occurrences of ―draw a knife,‖ ―draw the curtains,‖ ―draw a 

breath,‖ and ―draw [lots].‖  
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Figure 2. KWIC Extract for DRAW in the Graded Reader Corpus 
 

 

 
 

 
 On the other hand, in the Wikipedia sample, draw only occurs a limited number of times 

in the sense of drawing a picture, and has a much richer set of collocations: draw 

conclusions|inferences|inspiration|attention|criticism; senses: attract (attraction), pull; phrasal 

verbs: ―draw upon/on/from‖, ―draw up,‖ and ESP: a draw in a game in sports. 
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Figure 3. KWIC Extract for DRAW in the Wikipedia Corpus 
 

 

 
 

 
 In another example, the word VOLUME appears only once in the entire graded reader 

series, yet it is a high frequency word in general English and in the Wikipedia corpus:  
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Figure 4. KWIC Extract for VOLUME  in the Graded Reader and Wikipedia Corpora 
 

 

 
 

 
 This does not mean that the general approach of graded readers is unhelpful. Indeed, wide 

reading in a second language and the cultivation of a reading culture has much to offer. Most 

reading series however have not been designed to maximise coverage of lexis to the levels 

required, and nor have they ensured sufficient exposure to selected lexis to provide the 

foundation for its long-term acquisition. We should note here that this is an issue of application, 

not of potential, and we hope to show that readers in fact offer an ideal basis for vocabulary 

acquisition.  

 

Summary of Discussion  

 

 An interesting point of departure has been reached in terms of vocabulary pedagogy. On 

the positive side, the importance of building an in-depth vocabulary as a prerequisite for 

communicative competence and second language comprehension is not disputed. Ongoing 

research clearly challenges previously held views that suggested that what students mostly 

required in terms of reading were certain defined skills and strategies, and that these were best 

acquired by immersing students into the world of ‗authentic‘ text as early as possible.  

 The over-reliance on skills training, and the somewhat inconclusive debates that emerged 

concerning the nature of textual authenticity may perhaps now be taken as given. What is of 

more concern is the need for practitioners to apply the research findings and produce materials 

that are fundamentally designed on a lexically orientated approach to language acquisition.  
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Summary of Project Aims  

 

 In the ongoing project reported here, the authors have set out to address what have been 

identified as both the shortcomings and the potential of the reader as a vehicle for vocabulary 

acquisition. In particular, the project systematically aims to provide users with: 
  

1. Repeated (10-12 encounters) with all of the 2709 most common word families in English 

as identified in the BNL2709 list. 
  

2. Opportunities and encouragement to explore word families in depth, along with 

controlled and freer practice activities to encourage productive use. 
  

3. Use of data-driven techniques to expose students to common collocations and more 

idiomatic uses. 
  

4. The use of a Web 2.0 platform (MOODLE) and a social constructivist methodology to 

encourage peer learning and sharing of lexical product in order to generate further 

encounters with target lexis.  

 
 The project thus aims to take learners past the boundary identified in which fast-mapping 

will occur by evolving the graded reader concept into a new form of vocabulary development 

programme known as the eReader Series.  

 

 

WHAT THE eReader SERIES COMPRISES 

 

 Sixteen ‗eReaders‘ have been compiled, each containing five different texts of around 

1000 words each in a defined topic area of general interest, such as sports, music, famous 

scientists, etc. The series thus comprises some 80,000 words of text. The original texts were 

taken from Wikipedia, and then edited to the 1000 word target length, whilst continually 

frequency profiling the texts to ensure not only complete coverage of the BNL2709 but sufficient 

number of repetitions of each item. The rule of thumb adopted was that students should meet 

each word at least twelve times in receptive mode. The words were distributed more or less 

equally between the 16 eReaders meaning that each reader would focus on around 170 BNL 

words, and each of the five texts in each reader would introduce around 30-35 BNL words.  

 In a departure from the graded reader tradition, the eReaders assume a certain level of 

English at the outset, the aim being not only to introduce new words, but enrich knowledge of 

words already known. The series thus commences at a post-elementary level. Whilst editing the 

texts, attention was paid not only to ensuring lexical coverage, but also to reducing sentence 

length, and simplifying clause structure. On completion of the series the eReaders were profiled 

according to the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease scale, and checked for average sentence length, 

and passive usage, and ranked from ‗easiest‘ to ‗most difficult.‘ It should be noted however that 

the ordering is one of convenience in many respects, and there is no real reason why a user 

should not jump between the readers as interest takes them. The original Wikipedia texts, along 

with the simplified readers were then used to create a corpus of 608,466 words which would be 

used as a foundation for data-driven learning activities.  
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MOODLE  
 

 The texts and activities were mounted on a custom-designed eReader Moodle. Based on 

an explicit social constructivist methodology, Moodle is a virtual learning environment that 

offers a powerful solution to issues of systematic and multiple exposure to particular lexis. Of 

particular significance in this regard are:  

 

The MOODLE Glossary Feature  

 

 The Moodle Glossary feature enables the automatic linking of selected lexis into an 

interface that can provide further resources and activities concerning the given item. Thus, as 

users read a text, the key BNL items are highlighted and hyperlinked into the glossary feature.  

 

Figure 5. Excerpt from E-Reader Text About ‗The Cheetah‘ 
 

The cheetah is a member of the cat family. It is a poor climber that hunts by speed. It is the 

fastest of all land animals and can reach speeds of up to 105 kilometres per hour.  

 

Figure 6. Moodle Glossary Entry for ‗climb‘ 
 

CLIMB  

FAMILY WORDS: climbed, climber, climbers, climbing, climbs, unclimbed  

Learning the Word  

1. First, read the entry for CLIMB in the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. 

Do this very carefully, and try and understand as much as you can from the entry.  

2. Look at the way CLIMB is used in sentences by clicking CLIMB, climbed, climber, 

climbers, climbing, climbs, unclimbed,  

3. (Advanced) Find words with similar meanings to CLIMB by using the thesaurus.  

Reviewing the Word  

Now complete the following cloze activity related to CLIMB.  

Practising the Word  

 Watch this video about Rex Pemberton, the youngest Australian to climb Mount Everest  

 In your BLOG write about either another remarkable achievement of this kind, or 

describe a special ambition of your own.  

 For more practice with CLIMB, don't forget to visit the Great Animals Vocabulary WIKI.  

 
 As can be seen, the glossary provides a portal for further in-depth study, including an 

introduction to different word forms, a controlled gap-filled activity designed using the popular 

Hot Potatoes software, and an invitation not only to use the language but share it with peers. In 

this way the multiple, repeated exposures to lexis that extant research suggests are required are 

provided within the social-constructivist medium.  

http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=CLIMB
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=HUNT
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=ALL
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=ANIMAL
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=METRE
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=HOUR
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=CLIMB
http://pewebdic2.cw.idm.fr/
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=MUCH
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=CLIMB&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=climbed&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=climber&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=climbers&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=climbing&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=climbs&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/sentences/conc.pl?inputs=unclimbed&this_corp=corpus_bookworm.txt&output=aligned&sizer=8
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=FIND
http://thesaurus.reference.com/browse/CLIMB
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/file.php/3/climbcloze.htm
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=3&concept=ABOUT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STFb-aPYYM8
http://www.telcas.org/ereader/mod/wiki/view.php?id=142&page=climb
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MOODLE BLOG feature  

 

 As already mentioned, it was fundamental that learners would not only improve their 

receptive knowledge but also their productive knowledge. Individual items therefore became the 

basis of short ‗BLOG‘ activities that students could publish on the MOODLE and share with 

their peers.  

 

Figure 7. Example of a student BLOG entry for the word family ‘tradition’. 
 

PROMPT: In your BLOG,share with us a recipe for a traditional meal from your 
country.  

STUDENT BLOG ENTRY: Iam going to give you a recipe of a traditional meal for 
Adana.As it is know n from its name .I am going to recipe you Adana Kebap.I think, it 
is  the most popular and well-known meal  both in Turkey and in most Euorupe so we 
can say for Adana Kebap that it is both traditional and ınternational because of that 
reason preperation is the important   process of  it.not everybody can gril it as it 
needs to be mastered.what I mean is to be experienced.It includes onion,pepper 
,greens and kinds of specions and corbined them together .than it is voited a 
day.ofter one day İt is grilled on the barbecue  and served with soled,grilled ,pepper 
and tomato.It has also some kind of bread and it is usually eaten with a buttermilk 
that  is mix of yogurt  and water.It is very delicious that once you eat it. I am sure that 
you want to  eat it one more time  

 
 As can be seen, the words students use from the target BNL lexis for the particular 

eReader automatically hyperlink back to the glossary. Thus, the students themselves provide 

reading material for their peers, as well as actively experimenting with the target lexis.  

 

WIKI feature  

 

 The WIKI—which is a collaborative editing tool—was used to set up some more short 

but personalised response type activities to give users the opportunity to manipulate not only 

some of the forms of the target lexis, but to start exploring alternative meanings and uses of 

specified items—again within a collaborative and public space.  

 

Figure 8. Examples of WIKI Questions and Student Response 
 

PROMPT:  

 When was the last time you felt really run down (i.e. very tired)?  

 When was the last time you ran into someone you weren't really expecting to see 

(i.e. met by chance)?  

 When was the last time you had to run fast for some reason?  

 When was the last time you ran into a problem of some kind? What was it, and what 

did you do about it?  

http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=TRADITION
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=TRADITION
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=BECAUSE
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=IMPORTANT
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=USUAL
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=EAT
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/wiki/view.php?wid=40&userid=0&groupid=0&page=A
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=WATER
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=EAT
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=EAT
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/wiki/view.php?wid=40&userid=0&groupid=0&page=A
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=ABOUT
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STUDENT WIKI ENTRY:   
 When i have returned to Cyprus after Bayram i felt run down  
 I ran into my old teacher when i went to Istanbul for christmas last week.  
 On monday,i was late for my first class and so i had to run fast.  
 2 weeks ago,i did not make a draft so i borrowed some money to my friend.  

 

 Again, attention should be drawn not only to the repetition of lexical items, but to the 

awareness-raising nature of such activity, particularly for learners from more traditional 

backgrounds who have  been raised on rote memorisation from lists of first language 

equivalencies, and often restricted to one meaning in the process. The eReader approach 

encouraged learners to explore multiple meanings and nuances and add depth to breadth.    

 

Discussion Forums  

 

 Discussions are another MOODLE feature that fall into the social constructivist bracket 

and encourage learners to respond to the texts, and hence further rehearse vocabulary whether 

target or incidental.  

 

Figure 9. Example of a Moodle Discussion Forum 
 

Saving our Wildlife Discussion 
Serap SARAC  
If I had 10 million dollars to spend on protection of animals I wouldn't spend it all for 
the animals in my country. I would build animal protection centers all around the 
world and support some funds.  

Yigit GEDIKOGLU  
I would definitely support a national park or some kind of wild-life-environment area. 
Here is what I think if you set animals free the nature itself can protect them. We can't 
protect their species by keeping them "safe" in cages.  

Basak CIK  
If someone gave me ten million dollars, i would grant all of my money to THKD which 
is an association in Turkey for protecting animals.  

Salih ÜZEN 
Hi! My name is salih and If ı have got a lot of money, ı can protect animals because 
they are one of the part of our life. There are many animals in my country which must 
be protected. Many kind of animals are decreasing because of global warming and 
nobody doesn’t protect animals. If ı have got an oppurtinity, ı can protect them and 
open shelter for them.  
If I have ten million dollars, I could do natural wildlife area for animals in my country. I 
could organize Safari Tours. I could prove reproduction areas for endangered 
animals.  

 
 A further point of such meaning focused activity is to motivate students to search for 

lexis that they require for a specific communicative purpose. What the eReaders thus attempt to 

promote is incidental as well as targeted vocabulary learning, exploratory as well as directed 

learning.  

 

http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=OLD
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=TEACH
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/glossary/showentry.php?courseid=261&concept=RUN
http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/mod/wiki/view.php?wid=40&userid=0&groupid=0&page=A
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Data Driven Learning Activities  

 

 The compilation of all the texts in the series into a corpus also enabled the use of 

automated concordance and gap-fill activities to provide further practice and exposure. These 

features and others can be viewed in the pilot eReader at: http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/ 

course/view.php?id=261. The development of the prototype reader and activities has been a 

carefully constructed response to the deficiencies identified in many textbooks and graded reader 

series, and to ongoing research that identifies a threshold of 6000 vocabulary items as critical to 

language proficiency, and multiple exposures (10-12) to lexical items as critical to acquisition. 

The great advantage of Web 2.0 applications is that this exposure can be provided with a strong 

interactive element on a scale hard to replicate through traditional paper-based media. 

  
SETTING UP THE PILOT PROJECT 

 

 In order to test the approach, the first eReader was used with a small group of some thirty 

freshman students at the Eastern Mediterranean University, an English medium university 

located in Famagusta, Cyprus. Although all the students had passed a domestic language 

proficiency test, pre-testing revealed that many had serious vocabulary problems. The students 

were put through three vocabulary tests assessing knowledge of the first two thousand, five 

thousand, and ten thousand most common words in English. Although these tests again 

confirmed the operativeness of the fast-mapping principle, they also corroborated previous 

research by Cobb (1995) and others that showed that students supposedly studying English for 

academic purposes had not gained enough lexis from an intensive year studying conventional 

course books to enable them to approach the critical level of 1650 words. In terms of their ability 

to produce coherent English, at the lower end of the scale, even short writing samples revealed 

that they seemed to lack any kind of post-elementary vocabulary that would enable them to avoid 

the type of output illustrated below:  

 

Figure 10. Sample of Student Work Before Vocabulary Project 
 

EMU is beatuful and premir university in Cyprus. but All lesson don’t prefer English. 
Because Some lesson don’t understand for ex History of Turkish. I thik Emu prep 
school not yet. Emu is advantages of English lesson. okey. English lesson good 
because English is today the day, very necessary good. For example Busines life 
use to English All time because I believe that people use English everywhere and 
country.  
Today, English is nesecary I prefer, Everywhere we speak English in university 
greenpine. Emu teacher don’t speak Englis some lesson and I don’t prefer this  
Conclusion. Emu is beatiful university in island. but The lesson used English very 
important, I used to work English everywhere.  

   
 Of course, there was work better than this, but nonetheless the sample is indicative of the 

insecurity many learners had with their vocabulary, and exemplifies how their limited repertoire 

led to often banal repetition. For the project itself, the students were asked to visit the site 

regularly and complete a limited number (usually 10-15) of entries into the BLOG, discussion 

and WIKI sections, as well as reading the texts, and using the vocabulary glossary as their basic 

reference point. Whilst the project was in progress issues arising were discussed in class, and 

http://gemoodle.emu.edu.tr/%20course/view.php?id=261
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various awareness raising activities conducted in terms of understanding the technology and 

terminology of the MOODLE itself. The project ran for around six weeks, and concluded with a 

questionnaire and discussion to derive some qualitative data to inform task design principles and 

approaches to the other readers. The students could of course have been post-tested using the 

same vocabulary tests used at the beginning of the project, but given that this was an initial pilot 

based on one reader only, it was felt that the qualitative data would be of more value.  

 

Evaluating the Cycle  

 

 In the questionnaire, the users were asked which features of the eReader they enjoyed 

most, how well they felt they had learned the vocabulary in the eReader, and how far they felt 

their English had improved in general terms during the project. The accompanying discussion 

asked the users to state what advice they would now give to other learners about vocabulary 

learning; to compare previous methods through which they had learned vocabulary with the 

project method; to list some examples of vocabulary items they had learned for the first time 

through the project; to list some examples of vocabulary items that they learned more about 

through the project; and to state what they now felt to be the best way of learning vocabulary. 

Further data about students‘ vocabulary use was provided by their actual output in the 

MOODLE, whilst their participation was tracked by the course management system. For a 

limited first cycle evaluation of the first reader in what is intended to be a major series, this 

provided ample data from which to consider aspects of the project further, as well as raising 

some other fascinating research questions.  

 

Approaches to Vocabulary Learning  

 

 The materials for the project were made available well in advance of the official starting 

date, and on numerous occasions the importance of regular reading and vocabulary learning 

mentioned. The users did not dispute such received wisdom, but took a more orthodox approach 

to the project, deferring serious work to the last possible moment. Having noted this, one virtue 

of course management systems is that such strategies can be laid bare to them, not only on the 

collective basis illustrated below, but on an individual basis.  

 

Figure 11. Student Work Patterns During the Course of the eReader Pilot (green line in centre) 
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 Never have practitioners, researchers, and users alike been blessed with such rich 

opportunities to uncover, unfold and reflect upon learning strategies. It would be interesting to 

examine also how powerfully the rote-memorising techniques of learners in certain cultures work 

in their favour in terms of vocabulary acquisition, and intriguing to speculate upon the relatively 

unexamined question of what the duration between encounters of items needs to be limited to for 

repetition of encounter to be effective in learning terms.  

 

Vocabulary and Assessment  

 

 This report certainly does not wish to entangle itself too greatly with assessment related 

issues, but it was unsurprising that the pilot group‘s focus was very much directed towards those 

elements of the project that were part of the assessment system, as the hits in the centre column 

of Figure 13 below indicate.   

 

Figure 12. Sample of Student Activity (by hit) in eReader Great Animals Moodle 
 

 

 
 

 
 The experience gained in the use of BNL2709 in both Abu Dhabi and Mexico has also 

indicated that assessment of lexis may be of fundamental importance in some systems and 

cultures, and that lexis has to be continually recycled throughout and across levels (Villaneuva, 

2008, personal correspondence) with opportunities to revise basic meanings as well as further 

examine meanings, collocations and lexical frames in order to provide more depth of 

knowledge.  In this respect, having seen the limited extent to which many commercial products 

have adopted the insights provided by research into lexis, we merely raise the related question as 

to how far these insights have trickled down into testing and assessment policies. Having noted 

this, it is encouraging to note that use of the reading with glossary approach that was 

fundamental to the project strategy, but unassessed as such, seems to have taken some root in the 

students‘ approach to the material.  
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Words that Were Learned  

 

 One of the questions asked users to provide examples of words that they had learned, or 

learned more about, from participating in the eReader. It would be pertinent to remind the reader 

at this point that all the target lexis derived from the most frequent words, as identified in the 

BNL 2709 list, and that all the students had passed a proficiency test in English that supposedly 

categorized them as able to cope with academic study in an English medium environment. 

Examples of words that students say they learned, or extended their learning of during the course 

of the pilot scheme are given in Figure 14 below. What was revealed were numerous high 

frequency words that users had apparently never been exposed to, or at least not in sufficient 

quantity to enable meaningful acquisition to occur. 

 

Figure 13. Examples of Words Learned or Extended 
 

I recognize new words such as ,majority ,approximately ,species, extremely, 
independent, recently, haste, delightful,which very helpful in the lesson and I know 
how I will learn other languages in the features.  

I learnt words like access and it family words, accelerate, endanger…..  

Before to do project, I didn’t know to meaning of the word Depend. Also I was 
amazing because one word has a lot of different meaning ,DEPEND, dependable, 
dependably, depend ant, dependents, depended, dependence, dependence, 
dependencies, dependency, dependent, dependents, depending, depends, 
independence, independent, independently, independents, interdependence, 
interdependence, undependable. Nowadays i know a lot of words which join with 
word Depend. Also i become using those.  

 
Learner Views on Vocabulary Learning Strategies  

 

 It is certainly interesting in the light of such a project to investigate which kinds of 

vocabulary learning strategies learners deemed to be most appropriate subsequent to its 

completion, and how their awareness and consequently their views changed from the beginning 

of the project. Surveyed at this point, 54% of those asked stated that they felt they had ‗a good 

vocabulary which needed some improving,‘ and 46% reported that they knew ‗most of the words 

in English that they need, and could use some of them.‘ Admittedly, the sample who responded 

to this initial questionnaire was small (13) but, nonetheless, it echoed back the perception that 

much as the stock of lexis may have risen in research, there is still some way to go before many 

learners also take on board its significance. Having completed the project though, it was 

interesting to note that the outlook of some students had shifted considerably (Figure 15). 

 Most of the students surveyed had, by the end of the project, shifted to the viewpoint that 

lexis was the most vital component of their learning, and, further, to the view that their own 

vocabulary needed considerable attention. There was less agreement about what to do about the 

problem, some referring to the project itself as an exemplar of a productive approach, whilst 

others raised various traditional strategies, such as reading newspapers and watching films. Such 

strategies should perhaps interest us more than they have done previously, since for all their 

putative benefits, their impact on vocabulary may not be nearly as great as many teachers, and 

judging by our research, students, seem to think. Nonetheless, what the project seemed to reveal 
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most markedly was the development not so much of the learners‘ lexis—which could hardly 

have been expected, given the scope of the project—but their lexical awareness, and in particular 

a shift towards the position that lexis is something to be used just as much as viewed. Indeed in 

terms of what they enjoyed most, respondents exclusively singled out the productive elements 

(Figure 16).  

 

Figure 14. Student Comments on Vocabulary Learning 
 

 I have started learnin English nine years ago. I learned vocabulary writing them 
which i learned at school. I think it is a very bad way to learn vocabulary. I think 
this 'read and write' method of learnin vocabulary is better than another method 
which i used to learn vocabulary in the past. I think i will remember all of the i 
have learned because it was a useful assignment and it wasn't boring. Of course, 
my ideas about what it means to know a word changed in any way during this 
project. I learned during this project that i don't know the real means of a lot of 
words and i have used them wrongly and i learned that my vocabulary 
capacity is very limitted. Now, i can use most of words correctly in a good 
sencentes.  

 I believe that "read and write" method of learning vocabulary is more effective 
than I learned vocabulary in the past, because I find lots of similar word and lots 
of examples.  

 I start to use these words which I have learned and I believe that I will always 
use them in my daily life.  

 I learned lots of words such as bad.  The word of "bad" has a lots of similar 
words.  Firslt, badly, malignant.  It is very useful project for me to learn different 
words.   

 I would advice to give a student starting to learn English, she/he should should 
study very hard in vocabulary because it is the main part of the English.  If 
she/he does not know any thing about it, he/she will be have got problems with 
English.  If you do not know the vocabulary, you do not understand and form 
sentences and do not speak.  

 

 

Figure 15. What the Students Enjoyed Most in the eReader 
 

 

 
 

 
What Language the Students Learned in the Course of the Project 
 

 The students were asked at the end of the project which words they learned during the 

course of the project, and which words they learned more about (Figure 17). The words listed by 

the students as new came mostly from the lower ranking bands of the BNL2709. In some cases 

the words were derived forms such as ‗endanger,‘ and in other cases such as ‗rate,‘ it was other 
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meanings and uses of the item in question that were uncovered, again suggesting that very little 

attention had been paid in these students‘ prior education to promoting lexical awareness. 

 Finally, how far did the students feel they benefitted from the eReader in language terms? 

Mostly very positively, which is particularly encouraging given that this was merely the first 

reader in an intended series of sixteen (Figure 18).  

 

Figure 16. Examples of Words Learned During the Course of the Project 
 

 when I was reading information with glossary I understand that is very useful for 

students so I learned many new word this some of them protect, majority, chases , 

stripes, fences, throat, pinch .you by reading reading part you getting many 

experience how to use English learning new words  

 'Rate' is the best example for me to be given. Because i knew that rate's mean 

that percentage and ratio only. But there is a form such as firs-rate,second-rate 

and third rate. For example; first rate means that someone is the best about the 

action which he does. For example; when i said that i am a first-rate voleyball 

player, it's mean that i am very good at playing volleyball. On the other hand, 

third-rate is the opposite of first-rate. Third rate's mean that someone is the 

worst about the action which he does. When i learned it, i was very amazed.  

 

 

Figure 17. Students‘ Learning Progress from the eReader 
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IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

 This small case-study has explored how one particular Web 2.0 application–MOODLE–

could be used to address lexical deficit. Research would seem to suggest that the problem is a 

common one, although variations in context and culture mean that the solutions offered here 

would not necessarily be appropriate in all cases. However, having established this cautionary 

note, and again drawn attention to the relatively small sample size, we would suggest the 

following as the major points deriving from our study:  
 

1. The interactive nature of the Web 2.0 environment is an ideal forum for students to 

become not only readers of text, but creators, and co-creators of text. This enables a far 

more productive and dynamic use of wordlists than has been common in the past. 
  

2. The recursive nature of web-based reading enables exposure to target lexis to be 

multiplied with ease, in ways in which textbooks cannot compete. When student input is 

added, users can be taken well past the critical boundaries that have been identified for 

vocabulary learning to take place in terms of numbers of encounters with words. 
  

3. The depth in which lexis can be explored is effectively infinite. The use of eTexts and 

eReaders as corpora with which to generate data-driven exemplifications of real language 

use as well as activities enables exploration of lexis and awareness of lexical 

sophistication of a level rarely encountered in the superficial space and time-constrained 

worlds of the textbook and graded reader. 
  

4. The capacity of the technology to provide a variety of activity provides an added 

advantage over traditional modes of delivery in that learners can work in their own time 

and space on activities they feel will benefit them most, whether it be a gap-fill activity, a 

short WIKI response, or a full-scale BLOG entry. 
  

5. As with other Web 2.0 applications, the learning material is dynamic, unlike graded 

readers and textbooks which have historically tended to be static. Moodle-based eReaders 

can be added to, subtracted from, and changed on an ongoing basis. 
  

6. Furthermore, the contributions of students facilitate not only the development of learner 

corpora as a whole, but paves the way for I-corpora in which learners develop a bank of 

their own language, and profile their own vocabulary development as they proceed 

through a course of study. This though would be a subject for another study. 

 
 Suffice it to say in concluding this brief case study that as far as lexical deprivation 

presents a very serious problem for many language learners, the systematic use of vocabulary-

based eReaders in a Web 2.0 environment seems to offer a genuine and far-reaching alternative 

solution.  
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